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Megatrends in Retail:
Huge shakeouts on the horizon
“With globalization and rising competition from digital platforms,
incumbent retailers must not only develop in-depth synergies
between physical and digital channels but also invent the ubiquitous
commerce of tomorrow.”
Terry Lobel
Senior Vice President, CPG & Retail, Atos

During recent years, the global environment has proven challenging
for retail. In developed countries, the economy has remained tepid
with slow growth, high levels of debts and poor demographics. In
emerging countries, while spending has grown more significantly,
markets remain marked by considerable competitive pressure overall.
Everywhere, this environment has driven intense price competition,
especially at the expense of mid-market segments, which are suffering
more than most.
Political uncertainty and a backlash against globalization are only
hindering any improvement in the overall business climate – with 20year records in consolidations and retail store closures in the West.

Moreover, digital now influences buyers’ behaviors both instore as
well as online through programmatic mobile marketing, geo-localized
comparison engines, virtual assistants and more.

New opportunities ahead
For incumbent retail players, these changes can be threats. They can
also be major opportunities for those who will leverage the blurring
of the physical and digital worlds, opening up the way to ubiquitous
commerce.
This will drive significant reconfiguration across the whole retail sector.
To survive and thrive, retail companies will not only need to reshape
the way they nurture customer loyalty but also completely streamline
their operations, extend their business models and totally secure trust.

Facing tough times with digital
Added to these challenges, the continuous growth of digital players
such as Amazon and Alibaba is eating up traditional retail markets.
While pure online sales represent less than 11% of the market, they are
growing by more than 20% every year. E/m-commerce is targeting
a continuously growing range of segments, such as fresh recently,
with fast delivery models that include same-day and even less than
one-hour.

$27tn

sales will be made by retail in 2020
$ = USD

2/3

of consumers are already
digital natives

54%

of people check online
before purchasing
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Today’s transformations are
opening the way to strategic
opportunities for retail players to
secure customer engagement and
to find new avenues for growth.

84%

of smartphone owners use
their phones instore

50%

of Western consumers have
shopped cross-border

70%

of China’s online sales come from
m-commerce

84%

of Western online sales will be
cross-border in 2020

16%

retail sales will come from online
commerce by 2021

2.2bn

new consumers will come online
by 2022
Sources: eMarketer, Gartner, IDC, The Robin Report

Four transformational challenges and opportunities
for the future of Retail

Personalize the ubiquitous
customer journey
With digital natives now making up two-thirds of the world
population, digital has changed retail forever.
There is so much experience disillusionment among consumers
today that they compare products online and leverage the power
of social networks for peers’ recommendations first. Their path to
purchase has also become nonlinear. As an example, after seeing a
product on Instagram, they may check it out on the brand website,
touch and feel it by walking into a bricks-and-mortar store then
place their final purchase later on their mobile phone.
These new consumer behaviors are putting immense pressure
on retail players whose systems are too often siloed between
channels. As a result, ubiquitous digital engagement is among
retailers’ most critical challenges. They must blend online, in-store
and mobile channels into a single personalized, frictionless
shopping experience to provide a ubiquitous customer journey.
The rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be even more challenging
as tomorrow’s consumers could be not only real people but also
digital assistants working on their behalf.
> What’s at stake: getting to know customers intimately and
interacting accordingly, leveraging data and technology to
precede rather than follow customers’ expectations.

Develop innovative
business models
The digital world is changing the very nature of retail. It is enabling
retailers to move from mass market to mass personalization; from
pure products to lifelong services with usage-based billing, and
from top-down offerings to collaborative solutions enriched with
open innovation.
This is profoundly disrupting value propositions as well as value
chains, with GAFA (Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon) and
BATX (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Xiaomi) leveraging their huge
communities to bring new offerings, and manufacturers attempting
to ‘disintermediate’ their channels.
To succeed, retailers need to completely rethink their positioning,
alliances and models in transforming ecosystems. Should they
fight to become or build a multisided platform of their own? Should
they join an existing partner’s platform? Do they need to focus on
specific segments?
> The challenge is: finding the right position in the ecosystem for
each market segment while balancing legacy own initiatives with
new models and partnerships, all without neglecting speed and
agility.

Become lean & agile
with automation
By combining anytime and anywhere availability with breadth
of choice and fast fulfillment options such as same-day delivery,
Amazon has redefined the standards of excellence in retail.
But we are only at the beginning of this new era. Across the world,
digital players are actively transforming their processes to not
only optimize their prices many times a day but also enable an
ultra-personalized marketing experience alongside customized
on-demand supply, production and after-sales services. They are
testing drones to enable instant distribution.
The rise of AI and robotics bring further advances such as the
fully automated stores pioneered by Amazon Go. These advances
are increasing competition and driving the development of new
ecosystem platforms that provide multi-sided marketplaces and
logistic innovations at scale.
> Joining or creating these platforms will be at the heart of
tomorrow’s challenges for merchants needing to strengthen
marketing and delivery power. Harsh battles to control the
new ecosystems and define dominance on the future of retail
have already started between GAFA/BATX players and megadistributors.

Guarantee absolute
trust & compliance
With competitors just a swipe away, trust is more vital than ever
for retailers in today’s virtual world.
The rise of connected things – whether in connected stores,
customer wearables or purchased objects – within a ubiquitous
model also multiplies vulnerabilities, which fraudsters, hacktivists
and digital mafia will try to use extensively. Major hacks in recent
history have shown how devastating compromised security can
be for sales and customer loyalty. This applies particularly to the
diversifying payment modes: from card, mobile, instant and P2P
payments to cryptocurrencies.
We are just at the beginning, new strong privacy regulations such
as GDPR are trying to anticipate drift. Many companies see GDPR
as a constraint when it can surely be transformed into a strong asset,
bringing trust, security and transparency to their customers.
> Adopting the right security measures is not only a question of
prevention against the $ 1 trillion cost of cybercrime but also a
fantastic competitive advantage lever.
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Building next-generation platforms to succeed
in next-generation retail ecosystems
“As offline and online worlds blend, retail companies must leverage
next-generation analytics to deliver a seamless, immersive
experience all along the customer journey. From acquisition to
onboarding, services and retention strategies, they must get ONE
real-time view of the customer.”
Nicolas Kozakiewicz
Chief Innovation Officer, Worldline,
Atos Fellow and member of the Atos Scientific Community

Next-generation architecture for
future-ready retailers

Retailers’ success has always come down to a very simple rule: know
your customer so you can deliver the best offer at the best price.

CUSTOMER CENTRICITY

Digital doesn’t change this rule; it just elevates it.
Today, mobile and all types of wireless technologies track every move
and preference of billions of customers and objects, turning customer
management and logistics from an art to hard science. All this puts
additional stress on traditional retail information systems. Often
build over the years, these are sometimes siloed between functions
(notably logistics and merchandising).
Retail players have been implementing modernization programs for
years. These have brought in innovative approaches and models such
as for sales drives and new after-sales connected services.
But retailers now face competition from innovative players leveraging
the full power of the Cloud and the latest analytic technologies. The
rise of multi-sided, data-driven mega-platforms built by players such
as Amazon, Alibaba and others demands retailers’ modernization
programs go significantly further.

Preparing for a paradigm shift
Preparing for the future requires a quantum leap, to embrace the
challenges of a data-driven world and take a winning position within it.
To be ready for the future, retailers should:
• Become wholly customer experience-centric, pensuring 360°
engagement with customers across all digital and physical
touchpoints.
• Provide intelligent data-driven orchestration, being able to adapt
to market changes and evolving customer demands in a real-time,
prescriptive way.
• Adopt open platform foundations and real-time process
automation to deliver the best products and services at the lowest
cost, while being ready to adapt in hours or just seconds.

The road ahead
To thrive, retail companies will also need to create the right
partnership and convene the largest ecosystem to enrich their
offering and services. Retail players should begin building their new
architecture today. Modernizing legacy and fully embracing the latest
Cloud, automation, Big Data and mobile technologies is only the start
of the journey.
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INTELLIGENT DATA-DRIVEN ORCHESTRATION

Bringing legacy systems into the digital era

OMNICHANNEL DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
360° engagement: e/m-commerce,
connected stores

COGNITIVE ANALYTICS PLATFORMS
Smart ecosystem orchestrator, open APIs
and marketplaces

BUSINESS ACCELERATORS
Real-time utility: procurement, delivery
and services

HYBRID CLOUD
Software-defined infrastructures, microservices and DevOps
OPEN PLATFORM FOUNDATIONS

More disruptive technologies
will emerge. While some may
only appear as dots on the
horizon today, they will turn
out to be transformational in
the years to come.

10 disruptive technologies that will shape the future of Retail

Retail Look Out 2020+ Radar:
10 key technologies set to impact
retail companies over the next
5 years.

Smart
Machines
Artificial
Intelligence
Blockchain
Data Management
Platforms

Prescriptive
Security

Robotic Process
Automation

3D
Printing

Hybrid
Cloud

Instant
Payments

2016
ADOPT

2017
TRIAL

Mainstream

Early adoption

Want to know more? Examine
the Look Out 2020+ Global
Technology Radar to get deeper
insights into these 10 strategic
technologies and many more:
atos.net/lookout

Augmented
Reality

2018
ASSESS
Adolescent

Emerging

2019+
EXPLORE
© Atos 2018 All rights reserved.
Source: Atos industry and technology experts

Hybrid Cloud is reviving Cloud initiatives by enabling

seamless integration of private and public Cloud platforms. With
this model, organizations can exploit the benefits of public Cloud:
pay-per-use, ‘infinite’ bursting resources, agility and innovation. Retail
players must adapt their IT processes and prepare for related security
implications.

Data Management Platforms enable retail

players to analyze customer behavior and manage interaction across
all channels and touchpoints. Well beyond marketing applications,
they should consider making it a cornerstone for their next-generation
digital service platforms, ultimately enabling ‘segment of one’ or
‘B2Me’ marketing.

Robotic Process Automation brings virtual
workforces to manage repetitive tasks, reducing the cost of
administrative and regulatory processes by at least 50% while
improving quality and speed. Retail players should standardize
processes to facilitate automation.

prepare for the business, human and legal impacts.

Blockchain is a potential game-changer for conducting

business with parties without prior trust relationships. In Retail, it
could revolutionize payments, supply chain management, product
traceability, automated contracting and the micro-service economy.

Prescriptive Security uses real-time dark web

monitoring, AI and automation to detect potential threats and stop
them before they strike. Applications range from cyber-protection to
fraud management and compliance. Retail players should explore
integrating it into their Security Operation Centers.

Augmented and Virtual Reality are blurring

real and virtual worlds, allowing customers, partners and employees
to engage with digital services within the context of their current
environment. Retail players should explore potential use cases in
the manufacturing shop floor, in sales or service gamification and in
virtual or physical stores.

Instant Payments - with the move towards a cashless

Smart Machines have the potential to accelerate

Artificial Intelligence promises to second human

3D Printing does not just facilitate rapid prototyping but also

society and ever more connected devices - is making the payments
sector evolve rapidly, driven by data and better customer experiences.
Retail players must explore Instant Payments and other gamechanging technologies launched via social networks, chatbots or
virtual assistants.
cognitive capabilities with virtual assistants, chatbots, knowledge
engineering, smart machines and more, notably in synergy with the
Internet of Things. It will impact contextual customer experience,
business models and operations along the entire value chain, and
enable automated stores such as Amazon Go. Retail players must

and simplify logistics between production and stores, with
freight transportation and platooning, warehouse and shipment
management and also last mile delivery. Autonomous roving vending
machines and delivery drones are already being trialed in the field and
should be considered by retail players.
enables low volume and fully personalized production in multiple
domains. It is even being applied in food, allowing unprecedented
control of flavor, color, texture and nutritional content. Retail players
should evaluate potential applications in their industry.
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A glimpse into the future of Retail:
Expert views on best practice for digital transformation

Terry Lobel
Senior Vice President, CPG & Retail, Atos

Nicolas Kozakiewicz
Chief Innovation Officer, Worldline,
Atos Fellow and member of the Atos
Scientific Community

What could retail look like in five years?
We already see the future emerge today: technology is changing
customers’ demands and behaviors. Todays’ customers require
total choice and omnichannel flexibility anywhere anytime. They are
concerned about transparency, traceability and sustainability. They
expect personalization. They want everything now and are no longer
ready to wait.
This will only accelerate. Tomorrow, customers will be even more
hyperconnected with wearables and informed with augmented reality.
They will probably rely on intelligent assistants such as Google
Assistant, Alexa or Siri, and much more. Blockchain will probably have
developed significantly, not just through cryptocurrencies for payments
but also to support traceability. 3D printing will have expanded into new
domains, delivering personalized products.
Most importantly, marketing will be completely different, with more
automation relying on AI agents and robots, predicting potential
customer behaviors, detecting and servicing needs before they are
expressed. They might automatically perceive emotions expressed
through the face – sometimes much better than humans do – and
adapt offers.
Which driving forces will help them succeed?
Business lifeblood, in tomorrow’s hyperconnected world, will be
customers’ and the Internet of Things’ data. This is the way to leverage
data and transform it into business insights that will make the difference,
notably with Artificial Intelligence. The capability to store and compute
it is cheap today. Retailers have tons of data. Yet, few are eager to
leverage even 10% of it today. This will be the road to success.
We think the secret will also be to orchestrate extended ecosystems
effectively to serve customers better. No organization is an island.
What are today value chains – producer to distributor to retailer –
will progressively turn into dynamic networks that will constantly
evolve to adapt in near real time to market changes and better answer
customer demands.
This is why the race to build data-driven intelligent platforms is so
strategic now. These will be the business hubs of the future. Look at
how Amazon is working now, federating strong ecosystem networks
around itself in each country. Retailers should be inspired by this
strategy.
What should retailers do today?
Retailers have huge assets today. They have a significant share of
existing customer’s mind. They are among the players that manage
the last mile. These are advantages: Amazon is now purchasing or
opening physical stores! Sometimes, legacy can also be a burden,
when things are changing very fast.
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Technology gives consumers
massive power today. But retailers
can also leverage this power to
thrive in the extraordinary waves of
changes that are coming.
Look at China: it made a fantastic leap forward in just one generation
because it made a direct leap to mobile and social commerce. People
always speak about Amazon but should give equal attention to
China’s BATX, notably Alibaba and Tencent. They don’t only do copy:
they go further and bring tremendous innovation in the market.
After the omnichannel era, which combined digital and stores sideby-side, we believe the physical and digital world will merge to enable
ubiquitous commerce. To succeed, retailers must engage in customercentric, data-driven strategies:
• Redefine customer experience, along the whole customer journey,
providing a consistent and personalized service. This will redefine
the role of the store to provide an enhanced five-sense experience
and serve as the fulfillment arm.
• Streamline operations excellence with next-generation supply &
logistics.
• Create new revenue streams with marketplaces and value-added
services.
This is what we help our customer do, leveraging our Digital
Transformation Factory. With Worldline, we help more than 110,000
merchants secure their transactions each day. We pioneer ubiquitous
commerce, with seamless customers journeys from digital signage
to e/m-commerce, connected stores, instant payment with tap2use
and logistics up to connected after-sales service. We are inventing
the 360° customer Data Management Platforms of tomorrow with
world leaders. We work on the convergence between manufacturers
and retailers, for example with connecter coolers with a world leader
in drinks. We are leading innovation in traceability with blockchain,
facilitating the fight against counterfeiting and smuggling. Through
our partnership with Google, we are also pioneering the intelligent
Cloud and AI technologies of the future.
We are convinced retailers have enormous cards to play to win and thrive
in tomorrow’s world. For that, they must get on the digital fast-track.

Creating your own retail transformation journey
With all these changes converging at once, you must steer your retail
businesses forward. Faced with rapidly advancing technology and an
evolving business ecosystem, the questions you will be asking is not
‘Why change?’ but ‘Which direction?’ and ‘How?’.

Having made that strategic choice, you must then embark on a
journey of progressive and continuous transformation, combining
people, organizational and technology streams. Your journey requires
a roadmap. We have drawn up a three-step approach, with steps that
can be undertaken simultaneously.

The most important step is figuring out the role you want to play
within next-generation retail ecosystems. There are several possible
positions, each with its pro and cons. Do you want to become or build
a multi-sided platform of your own? Or should you join an existing
partner’s platform? Do you need to focus on specific segments?

REINVENT
OPTIMIZE
CONNECT
Once your strategy is defined, integrate
siloed systems to aggregate data and
derive the deepest insights from it to
enhance customer relationships.
Data Management Platforms, Account-toAccount Payments, Augmented and Virtual
Reality and AI are essential. The goal: move
from a reactive to a prescriptive go-to-market.

Streamline processes to restore revenues,
reduce cost and improve flexibility.
Hybrid Cloud, Robotic Process Automation
and Prescriptive security all have a role to
play in improving efficiency, reducing costs
by a double-digit factor and boosting agility.

Reinvent to become the retailer of
the future. Put yourself ahead and
increase customer stickiness using new
technologies and partnerships.
Here, you may explore Blockchain (which is
gaining a lot of momentum), Smart Machines
for logistics and delivery and 3D Printing.
The rule of the game: be one step ahead and
pioneer disruptions before they hit you.

Throughout these phases, an open approach to innovation – such as the Digital Business Continuum approach developed by Atos – will
be paramount to success. In an ecosystem world where start-ups appear and spread at internet speed, openness is the best way to capture
collective intelligence. As retailers strive to transform, open innovation labs, such as the joint Atos and Google Labs, will provide an ideal
environment for bringing new ideas and new concepts to life for your customers – and creating retail services for tomorrow.

Where should you begin?
As the Trusted Partner for your Digital Journey, Atos can help. Meet our experts and stay one step ahead by getting hands-on
experience of new disruptive technologies.

ENGAGE in a co-innovation
workshop at one of our Business
Technology & Innovation Centers.

EXPLORE how the latest
technologies can boost
your own practice.

STAY TUNED with the latest trends
and best practices in digital
transformation.

Get off to a quick start with a personalized
workshop. Ask for a meeting:
> atos.net/btic

Leverage our experts and labs to build
POCs tailored to your own business:
> atos.net/retail

Keep yourself informed. Follow the latest
insights from the field on:
> atos.net/blog

This is an extract from the full Atos Look Out 2020+ report, which provides an in-depth
analysis of the emerging megatrends, business transformation opportunities and
technologies that will drive innovation in the years ahead.
Explore the full report on atos.net/lookout.
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About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital
transformation with approximately 100,000
employees in 73 countries and annual
revenue of around € 12 billion. European
number one in Big Data, Cybersecurity,
High Performance Computing and Digital
Workplace, the Group provides Cloud
services, Infrastructure & Data Management,
Business & Platform solutions, as well as
transactional services through Worldline, the
European leader in the payment industry.
With its cutting-edge technologies, digital
expertise and industry knowledge, Atos
supports the digital transformation of its
clients across various business sectors:
Defense, Financial Services, Health,
Manufacturing, Media, Energy & Utilities,
Public sector, Retail, Telecommunications and
Transportation. The Group is the Worldwide
Information Technology Partner for the
Olympic & Paralympic Games and operates
under the brands Atos, Atos Consulting, Atos
Worldgrid, Bull, Canopy, Unify and Worldline.
Atos SE (Societas Europaea) is listed on the
CAC40 Paris stock index.
Find out more about us
atos.net/lookout
atos.net/retail
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